Interocular transfer (IOT) of two motion aftereffects was examined in subjects with normal and deficient stereopsis. Normal subjects showed complete (100%) IOT of motion adaptation on coherent motion thresholds, but only partial IOT of a conventional motion aftereffect, supporting suggestions that the latter aftereffect may be mediated at a lower level in the visual pathway than the extrastriate regions implicated in processing coherent motion. This idea was strengthened by an even greater dissociation between the extent of IOT of the two aftereffects among stereodeficient subjects who exhibited very low IOT of the conventional motion aftereffect, but high ( \87%) IOT of the coherence motion aftereffect.
Introduction
Electrophysiological studies of the visual response characteristics of neurones located in progressively higher visual cortical areas of cats and primates have provided important clues as to the nature of the processing that occurs at each level [1] . One interesting observation to emerge from these studies has been a consistent increase in the degree of binocularity of neurones from area 17 to higher cortical areas. The proportion of binocular neurones (i.e. cells that can be excited through either eye) in the extragranular layers of area 17 is lower than the proportions of such cells in either area 18 [2, 3] , or area MT, the middle temporal area [2, [4] [5] [6] that is thought to be involved in the processing of global movement in random dot stochastic displays (e.g. [7, 8] ). In humans, observations concerning interocular transfer of certain visual aftereffects suggest a similar progressive increase in binocularity from area 17 to higher cortical visual areas.
The familiar simple figural aftereffects such as the motion and tilt aftereffects that have been investigated extensively for more than a century, are generally considered to exhibit only partial interocular transfer (IOT), so that following adaptation of one eye, the magnitude of the aftereffect in the other eye is smaller than that in the eye that was adapted. The fact that these aftereffects show interocular transfer, together with other characteristics (e.g. [9] ) including their orientation or directional specificity, has been used as evidence that they reflect processing at a central level at or beyond the first point of binocular combination (i.e. area 17). Incomplete, or partial IOT of many of these aftereffects has generally been interpreted to mean that the population of neurones that are adapted during monocular stimulation are not exclusively binocular but include a substantial proportion of monocular cells that respond only to stimulation of the adapted eye [10] . Partial IOT of these aftereffects is therefore entirely consistent with the idea that the neurones that mediate these particular phenomena reside in area 17. However, much higher levels of IOT of aftereffects have been reported in two recent studies that both employed stimuli have been shown to excite cells in higher visual cortical areas. For example, by elegant use of random dot kinematograms (stochastic displays) known to be effective stimuli for cells in higher motion-selective cortical areas such as primate area MT, Raymond [11] demonstrated that, in normal observers, IOT of motion aftereffects induced by such stimuli was complete (i.e. 100%). This finding suggests a higher degree of binocularity in the cortical area involved in processing stochastic motion displays than the cortical area that mediates the conventional MAE. The idea that aftereffects induced by stimuli thought to be processed in extrastriate cortex may show greater IOT than aftereffects generated by stimuli processed in area 17 finds support from an earlier study that compared the magnitude of IOT of the tilt aftereffect induced by real versus subjective contours. Consistent with observations [12] [13] [14] that cells in area 18 but not area 17 were sensitive to subjective contours, and with the higher level of binocularity of cells in area 18 versus area 17, Paradiso et al. [15] found that IOT of tilt aftereffects tested with subjective contours was much higher ( \ 90%) than IOT measured with real contours (46%).
The interpretation of the amount of IOT in terms of the level of binocularity of individual cortical visual areas received partial support from observations made on subjects with either very poor stereopsis or who were stereoblind, a condition that has been linked, on the basis of animal studies to a reduced complement of binocular neurones in area 17. Such subjects generally show very reduced IOT of conventional aftereffects such as the tilt aftereffect [16 -19] . A similar finding has been reported for IOT of the motion aftereffect (MAE) in stereoanomalous individuals, although significant disagreement exists between the results of various studies (e.g. [20, 21] ). However, in general there is evidence that subjects with very poor stereopsis show reduced IOT of both tilt and conventional motion aftereffects a result that is consistent with a low proportion of binocular neurones in area 17.
To provide further evidence for different degrees of binocularity in various cortical visual areas of humans we have compared the extent of IOT of aftereffects induced by motion in stochastic displays in both normal subjects, to confirm Raymond's [11] findings and in stereoanomalous subjects. The underlying motive for our study follows from suggestions that higher-level visual cortical structures may be less susceptible to the effects of discordant visual input early in life than is area 17 [22] [23] [24] . The well substantiated effects of early discordant visual input on cells in area 17 resulting from such interventions as monocular deprivation or strabismus have been atributted to a process of binocular competition between afferents from the two eyes to cortical cells [25] . Differences between the effects of such manipulations on neurones in various cortical areas could arise if the receptive fields of cells in extrastriate regions were larger and/or possessed lower spatial resolution than those in area 17 since discordant visual input would be expected to exert a smaller effect upon the former (extrastriate) cells than the latter. We report here that subjects with severe stereomaly while showing very low IOT of a conventional linear motion aftereffect, nevertheless retain high (\ 90%) levels of IOT of the coherent motion adaptation aftereffect (hereafter referred to as the stochastic MAE).
Method

Subjects
Twelve students (18-30 years of age) recruited from Dalhousie University were classified into three groups (normal control, mildly stereoanomalous (MS), severely stereoanomalous (SS)) on the basis of their clinical visual history and stereoability. The experiments were undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each subject who were remunerated for their participation. Stereoability was assessed by three clinical tests of stereopsis: (1) the Frisby Stereotest (Clement Clarke International) (2) the Julesz Stereogram test of stereodeficiency ( [26] pp. 361-364) and (3) the Bausch and Lomb modified Orthorater Stereopsis test. With the Frisby test plates, the stimuli in a different depth plane are printed on the opposite side of the plate to the background making it possible to explain to subjects with severe stereodeficiencies the concept of depth and the nature of the discrimination they are required to attempt.
The inclusion criteria for the three groups were as follows. Group I: Normal control (n= 4). One member of this group (JS) was an undergraduate student while the other three were psychology graduate students, two of whom were experienced psychophysical observers (SM, WS). All control subjects had normal to corrected-to-normal vision and possessed stereoacuities within the normal range on all three tests of stereopsis. Group II: Mildly stereoanomalous (n= 5). Group II subjects had to possess stereopsis on at least one of the clinical tests, but their stereoacuity had to be poorer than normal subjects by at least a factor of two. Group III: Severely stereoanomalous (n=3). Subjects in this group failed all of the clinical tests of stereopsis.
In order to ensure that the random dot stimuli were sufficiently visible, subjects were excluded from the study if they had amblyopia (defined by an acuity of 6/12 or worse) in one or both eyes. Two further subjects who otherwise met the inclusion criteria for the SS group, were subsequently excluded because they were found to suppress vision in one eye to such an extent that measurements of IOT could not be made with the particular stimulus arrangement that was employed.
Visual testing
A general visual assessment was administered to all subjects consisting of a battery of tests from the Bausch and Laumb modified orthorater vision tester (model number 71-21-31-02). The tests included measurements of visual acuity, vertical and lateral phoria and stereopsis and were supplemented by an optometrical examination that included documentation of the clinical visual history, a cover test and a check of the adequacy of any current refractive correction. Additional clinical tests of stereopsis were made as described above. In addition, eye dominance was estimated using a simple sighting task and a rotating Archimedes spiral was used to provide a quick qualitative assessment of the extent of IOT of a conventional MAE in all subjects. The adaptation stimulus for this task was an electronically-controlled, rotating high-contrast Archimides spiral pattern (Electra 1-100, Ashmer Electronics). Subjects performed this test four times (two monocular conditions in which the MAE was measured in the same eye that was adapted and two interocular conditions in which the MAE was measured in the non-adapted eye). Following adaptation to the rotating spiral for 30 s, the strength of the aftereffect was estimated by having subjects provide a verbal subjective ratio of the strength of the interocular MAE compared to the monocular MAE for each eye. The results of this informal assessment appear in Table 1 which contains complete biographic and optometric data on all the subjects.
Because the Frisby and Orthorator tests of stereopsis employ small stimuli that present non-ambiguous disparities, they may be regarded as probes of a form of stereopsis that has been termed 'linear' by Hess and Wilcox [27] . In order to permit qualitative assessment of this and the other form of stereopsis, that referred to as 'non-linear', we also tested the subjects on a modified version of the three-Gabor alignment task that Hess and Wilcox [27] employed to distinguish between the two forms of stereopsis. In this task a disparity was introduced between the two retinal images of the middle Gabor patch and the subject was asked to judge the position in depth of this patch in relation to the two flanking Gabor patches. The stimuli were presented on a video display monitor (Dell Ultrascan 15FS) and viewed through liquid crystal shutters (Display Tech LV100P-OEM) operated at 60 Hz in synchrony with the screen refresh rate (120 Hz). The three Gabor patches appeared on a uniform background (9°×8°) having a luminance of 20.5 cd m − 2 , were separated from each other by a distance equal to four times the standard deviation of the Guassian envelope and were ramped on and off within a temporal raised cosine for 1 s. The Guassian envelope of the patches had a standard deviation of 21.4 min and the contrast and spatial frequency of the carrier were respectively, 0.28 and 1.75 cycles deg − 1 . To ensure that subjects could not employ monocular positional cues, the horizontal position of the centre Gabor patch was randomly shifted by a distance no greater than the size of the disparity introduced on the particular trial. In addition to zero disparity, subjects received 25 presentations of nine disparities (crossed and uncrossed disparities of 2.14, 4. 28, 8.56, 12.84, 19.26, 25 .68, 34.24, 42.8 and 53.5 min) in random order. The normal subjects were able to correctly identify the direction of all these disparities, albeit with a bias for crossed disparities. Surprisingly, however, all of the stereoanomalous subjects, including members of the SS group, were able to perform well (as high as 100% correct) on many of the larger disparities. To eliminate the possibility that the subjects might have used a residual monocular cue, one of the members of the SS group (SS) was tested with only one eye. Performance was at chance levels across all target positions equivalent to the disparities introduced during binocular viewing. In order to obtain preliminary data on the nature of residual stereopsis in the subjects from the SS group that performed so poorly on clinical tests, subject SS from this group was tested further with stimuli designed to probe non-linear stereopsis. Descriptions of the nature of the stimuli employed for the additional tests conducted on SS and a normal subject are provided in Section 4.
Apparatus
Both the square-wave gratings and random dot stimuli were generated by a Custom C program running on a Dell 486D/33 MHz computer using an ATI VGA graphics Wonderboard (resolution 1024 pixels× 768 lines). The display was a 14%% SVGA graphics monitor (Dell Ultrascan 15 FS) running on interlace mode at 84 Hz and was operated in monochrome at all times. For dichoptic presentation of stimuli, liquid crystal shutters (Display Tech LV100P-OEM) were synchronized with the display's refresh rate (84 Hz) such that each eye viewed its appropriate stimuli at 42 Hz. The liquid crystal shutters enabled both occlusion of an eye during measurements of IOT of aftereffects and for the appropriate stimulus to be presented to each eye for the measurements of stereopsis with Gabor stimuli. The monitor had a 'Non-Long' (sic) persistent phosphor that decays to 20% in 12 ms. To eliminate visible ghosting associated with the relatively slow persisting phosphor, the stimuli were superimposed upon a dim background (luminance 6.7 and 0.10 cd m − 2 respectively, for the conventional motion and the higher-order display) that was viewed through a semi-silvered front-surfaced mirror [28] . Photometric measurements were made with a United Detector Optometer (Model c 161 with Lumilens photometric filter c 1153). Table 1 The subjects Name A chin rest and forehead restrainer were used to stabilize the subject's head position such that the observation distance from the monitor face was always 92 cm. Several black partitioning screens were arranged to mask objects in the dimly lit room from view. A knob attached to the slider of a linear potentiometer could be moved by the subject through a range of 17 cm to match the apparent speed of the conventional MAE. The position dependent voltage output from the potentiometer was monitored by an A/D port on a Labmaster board in the stimulus generating computer and was used to calculate the velocity of the sliding knob.
Stimuli
The conventional motion adaptation stimulus was a luminance-defined square-wave grating with overall dimensions and presentation times chosen to match those used in the random-dot display. The adapting grating had a spatial frequency of 0.54 cycles deg − 2 served as fusion aids and were generated at the corners of the pattern. In addition, a small square fixation point (7.4 min arc× 7.4 min arc) was generated in the centre of the display. The non-stimulated eye also saw the fixation point, fusion aids and the dim background. Although some studies suggest that the extent of IOT of the MAE may vary depending on the method employed to occlude the non-adapted eye, a recent examination of this issue by Timney et al. [29] suggest that the type of occlusion only affects measures of IOT of MAE's when contours are visible to the non-adapting eye during adaptation. Since the small fixation point and fusion aids were visible to both eyes in the present experiment, the measured IOT values may have been influenced to a small extent by this factor.
The stochastic motion adaptation stimulus consisted of three successively presented frames of different stationary random-dot patterns (96 ms per frame), each composed of 134 white dots randomly plotted within a 4°square (dot density=21.4 dot deg ; overall luminance =0.4 cd m − 2 ). On successive frames, some or all of the dots were randomly designated as signal dots and these were displaced by 10.6 min arc in one direction. The remaining dots were 'noise' and moved in random directions. The percent coherence in the moving display was defined as the percentage of dots moving in the 'signal' direction. A conventional wrap-around scheme was used for dots moving out of the display field. Four small square fusion aids (18 min arc× 28.8 min arc; luminance of each= 19.2 cd m − 2 ) were generated around the corners of the stimulus and a small square fixation point (3.7 min arc × 3.7 min arc; luminance = 3.1 cd m − 2 ) was positioned in the centre of the display.
Procedure
For the conventional test, rightward directed motion was used in all adaptation phases. Each subject participated in four testing blocks that were presented in random order; two monocular conditions in which the adapted eye was tested in the post-adaptation test phase and two interocular conditions in which one eye was adapted and the opposite eye was tested. Subjects were instructed to fixate on the stationary dot in the centre of the display at all times. Five trials were presented sequentially in each testing block. In the first trial, the adaptation stimulus was presented for 60 s and was immediately followed by a 3 s presentation of the stationary test stimulus. The adaptation stimulus was then presented for 30 s and the procedure repeated. A brief tone signal was presented 3 s before the onset of the test stimulus. The subjects were instructed to indicate the perceived velocity of the MAE by moving the knob on the potentiometer with a speed and direction that matched the perceived MAE. During the test phase, the velocity of the illusory motion was recorded by the computer during six separate intervals (0-0.5, 0.5-1.0, 1.0-1.5, 1.5-2.0, 2.0-2.5 and 2.5-3.0 s). A 2 min break was provided between each testing block. Prior to the actual test, participants were given a practice test in which they were asked to match the velocity of real leftward directed motion of gratings presented for 30 s.
The procedure for the stochastic motion adaptation was modified from that used by Raymond [11] and Blake and Hiris [30] . Two adaptation conditions with 100% coherent motion that moved either rightward or leftward were used. An adaptation condition with no motion (stationary control) was also employed to derive a baseline motion coherence threshold value. Each subject participated in the four testing blocks mentioned above (two monocular and two interocular conditions). Order of testing was randomized and breaks were given between each test. Each test began with a 100 s adaptation interval, followed by an alternating series of test intervals (288 ms) and top-up adaptation periods (5.5 s) to maintain the adaptation state. A blank inter-stimulus interval of 340 ms was presented before and after each 'top-up' interval, which served to signal the beginning and end of each test phase. A tone also sounded 1 s prior to the test phase to alert the subject to the impending test phase. A four-alternative forced choice method was used in which the subject's task was to judge the direction of global movement (up, down, right, left) and to enter their response on a keyboard. No feedback was given and subjects were instructed to guess if they were unsure of the correct response. Motion coherence thresholds were determined by using an automated staircase technique that ended after eleven reversals. The threshold was taken as the average of the last six reversals. The step size began at 100% coherence and was systematically decreased or increased by increments of 50% of the level of coherence attained on the prior trial. A single correct or incorrect response was necessary to respectively, decrement or increment the coherence value by 50%. Four interleaved staircases were conducted, one for each of the four directions. To shorten the testing time, the probability of a left or right motion signal in the post-adaptation test phase was made four times more likely than either the upwards or downwards directions. The test ended after 11 reversals had been made in both rightward and leftward test directions.
Results
IOT of the con6entional MAE
For each direction of coherent motion adaptation, the mean velocity of the MAE was calculated as the average velocity measured in the intervals 1.5 -2.0, 2.0-2.5 and 2.5-3.0 s across trials two to five. The first two intervals (0.5-1.0 and 1.0 -1.5 s) were not included in the analysis because it generally took observers from 0.5 to 1.0 s to initiate movement of the slider. For each eye, IOT was calculated by taking the average magnitude (velocity) of the interocular MAE and dividing it by that of the monocular MAE. Each participant's mean MAE velocity for each adaptation condition are depicted in Fig. 1 . Despite substantial variability in the absolute velocity of the MAE's among members of each group, the same trends were apparent in each subject. The mean IOT, collapsed across eye, for subjects in the normal control group was 72.0% (SD= 11.5), a result in concordance with most previously published findings that employed a grating stimulus [31] [32] [33] . The MS observers showed an average IOT that was slightly lower than that of the normals (M= 49.7%; SD=13.9). Within the MS group, some subjects showed low levels of IOT (e.g. 34% -41%), whereas others demonstrated values in the normal range (e.g. 68% -77%). Increased variability of IOT measures among individuals with poor stereopsis has been noted in other studies [17, 34, 35] . Lastly, the overall mean IOT of the SS group was only 4.2% (SD = 8.3). IOT was zero in two out of the three observers and was very low (12.5%) in the third observer (SS). The finding of a non-zero IOT value in a severely stereoanomolous subject is not inconsistent with earlier findings; while some early studies reported no IOT in such subjects [19] , others found evidence of IOT in some individuals [36, 35, 32, 20] . Overall, the formal measurements of the magnitude of IOT of the MAE for a drifting grating were in good agreement with the qualitative observations of IOT made on the same subjects earlier with an Archimedes spiral ( Table  1 ). This concordance of results illustrates that similar conclusions can be drawn on the basis of measurements of IOT of conventional MAEs induced by either linear or rotatory motion.
A repeated measures ANOVA conducted on the MAE velocities yielded a main effect of adaptation condition (F= 56.64, P= 0.0001), indicating that collapsed across eye adapted and subject group, the MAE magnitude in the monocular condition (M = 0.63 cm s Previous research has suggested that the magnitude of the measure of IOT is often greater from the dominant to the non-dominant eye [17, 34, 20] . This was the case for four of the subjects (SS, DH, JS, PC), but not for others (CM, LW, KY, HG, SM, WS). In the one severely stereoanomalous subject (SS) who exhibited non-zero IOT of the conventional MAE, the IOT from the preferred eye to the non-preferred eye was 78.6% greater than IOT from the non-preferred eye to the preferred eye. In the MS group, the IOT from the preferred eye to the non-preferred eye was on average only 2.6% less than the reverse. Lastly, in the normal subjects the mean IOT from the preferred eye to the non-preferred eye was 40.8% larger in magnitude than in the reverse direction. Statistically, there was no significant difference between IOT and eye preference across the three subject groups (F(2,9)= 0.04, P= 0.96), indicating that overall, eye dominance did not influence the magnitude of the IOT for this particular MAE. 
IOT of the stochastic MAE
To determine the extent of IOT, first the motion coherence thresholds for the stationary adaptation conditions were subtracted from the respective coherent motion adaptation conditions to derive a measure of elevation in motion coherence threshold. The latter measure was calculated for each subject, for both rightward and leftward directed test motions, for each direction of coherent motion adaptation and adaptation condition (monocular and interocular). The mean magnitude of IOT was 106.0% (SD=0.31) and 92.6% (SD= 0.24) for respectively, rightwards and leftwards adapting motion. Since there was no significant difference between direction of coherent motion adaptation (F(1,9)= 2.69, P= 0.14), the IOT values derived from each were combined.
In stark contrast to the findings observed with the conventional MAE's, IOT of the stochastic MAE was almost complete for all subjects regardless of their stereoability. In agreement with the findings of Raymond [11] and of Nishida et al. [37] from individuals with normal vision, all the control subjects showed complete IOT (M= 110.0%, SD= 25.2). Surprisingly, however, both groups of stereoanomalous observers showed comparable IOT values to the normals. Mean IOT values for the MS and SS observers were 98.3% (SD = 29.1) and 86.8% (SD =28.4), respectively. Statistically, IOT values for each subject group were not different from each other (F(2,9) = 2.06, P = 0.18). Because this comparison was made between the mean values calculated across eye adapted and direction of adapting motion, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to investigate possible effects of both eye adapted and direction of coherent motion adaptation on the magnitude of IOT values between normal, MS and SS subjects. No significant main effects or interaction effects were observed for IOT values suggesting that across all experimental conditions, the magnitude of IOT of the stochastic MAE for each subject group were not significantly different. Fig. 2 illustrates the magnitudes of the motion coherence threshold elevations averaged across direction of motion adaptation by adapted eye. In contrast to the conventional MAE, a repeated measures ANOVA conducted on the overall magnitude of the stochastic MAE revealed no significant difference between subject groups (F(2,9)= 2.20, P = 0.17). Moreover, there was no main effect of adaptation condition on the magnitude of the stochastic MAE (F(1,9) = 0.352, P = 0.57), indicating that collapsed across eye adapted, direction of coherent motion adaptation and subject group, the threshold elevation observed in the monocular condition (M =34.3%, SD=8.7) was not significantly greater then that observed in the interocular adaptation condition (M= 33.6%, SD=12.3).
In agreement with previous findings [38] coherent motion adaptation in one direction had no effect on thresholds in the opposite direction. Coherent motion thresholds in the direction opposite to the adapted motion were comparable to those observed in the control situation following adaptation to the stationary random dot pattern. For coherent rightward adapting motion, the mean coherence thresholds for leftward test motion across subjects and eye were 15.4% (SD= 6.0) for the monocular adaptation condition and 17.7% (SD = 6.0) for the corresponding interocular condition. For the leftward directed coherent motion adaptation condition, the corresponding values were respectively, 17.3% (SD= 6.2) and 19.5% (SD=7.1). By way of comparison, the group mean percentage coherence thresholds for the monocular and interocular stationary adaptation control condition for all test motion directions were 21.1% (SD= 5.4) and 20.6% (SD= 5.6), respectively.
Discussion
This study produced two notable outcomes that are highlighted by the comparison of the extent of IOT of the two aftereffects for each subject that is shown in Fig. 3 . First, the findings confirmed Raymond's [11] report of complete (100%) IOT of the stochastic MAE in normal subjects and extended it by demonstrating that the same subjects that show complete transfer of this aftereffect demonstrate only partial IOT of a conventional luminance-based MAE. The second and perhaps more important observation was the fact that the severely stereoanomalous observers, who failed conventional clinical tests of stereopsis, nevertheless demonstrated very high IOT ( \ 87%) of the stochastic MAE. At the same time, these same observers showed very reduced and in some subjects, zero IOT of a conven-tional MAE. In the context of these findings, it is of interest that Nishida et al. [37] reported substantial (36.3%) IOT of a dynamic MAE in a single subject with a severe stereodeficiency.
The findings of this study support Raymond's [11] contention that the stochastic MAE is mediated by neurones in a separate cortical area than area 17, presumably an extrastriate area that may be the homologue to area MT in the macaque monkey. Not only did the same normal subjects exhibit very much lower IOT of conventional MAE's thought to be mediated by neurones in area 17, but in addition, the dissociation between the results obtained with the two aftereffects was even more enhanced in stereoanomalous subjects who showed very high IOT of the stochastic MAE but very reduced or even no IOT of the conventional MAE. In the context of the idea that the two aftereffects are mediated by different cortical areas, the latter finding suggests that the binocularity of neurones in area 17 may be reduced in stereoanomalous observers to a much greater extent than that of neurones in extrastriate motion selective areas. Indeed, studies on animals subjected to certain forms of selected visual deprivation in early life, point in this direction. For example, forms of early deprivation similar to those proposed as precipitating causes of human stereoanomaly, such as strabismus, have been shown to exert more profound effects on binocular connectivity of cells in area 17 of kittens than on cells in extrastriate visual areas located in the lateral suprasylvian cortex [22 -24] . Moreover, evidence from visual evoked cortical potentials (VEPs) in human amblyopes suggest that motion-onset VEPs, probably originating in an extrastriate motion-sensitive area, are less affected than pattern-reversal EPs that are thought to be mediated by area 17 [39] .
The results obtained from the stereoanomalous subjects revealed a substantial dichotomy between stereopsis and IOT of the coherent motion aftereffect. A simple explanation for this finding is that the two functions are mediated by separate populations of binocular neurones and that the population of neurones responsible for IOT of the aftereffect is relatively unaffected by discordant binocular experience early in life that is the most likely cause of the stereoanomaly. A plausible way for discordant visual input to exert differential effects on the two neuronal populations follows from the suggestion that they are located in different anatomical locations. Binocular neurones located in area 17 that most likely mediate the stereoperformance on the clinical test administered to our subjects as well as IOT of the conventional MAE, may be more susceptible to discordant visual input than the binocular neurones located in an extrastriate motion-sensitive cortical area that likely mediate IOT of the stochastic MAE. Differential effects of abnormal visual experience could follow if the receptive fields of the extrastriate region were larger and/or possessed lower spatial resolution than those in area 17 since misalignment of the eyes or unilateral blur during development would likely exert a smaller effect upon such cells. Indeed, the receptive fields of cells in macaque MT are 10-50 times larger than those in area V1 (e.g. [40] [41] [42] ). The larger receptive field dimensions of cells in extrastriate cortex could allow for a higher degree of binocularity than those in area 17 even in the situation where the latter cells comprise the major input to the extrastriate region. This would follow so long as each extrastriate cell received projections from an approximately equal number of monocularly excitable area 17 cells that were dominated by the left and right eyes; in such a situation the extrastriate cell could be quite binocular even if its afferents were monocular. If additional visual cortical areas other than area 17 provide connections to the extrastriate area, as current distributed models of the visual system imply (e.g. [43] ), then the network of connections may further enhance the binocularity of cells in the extrastriate area.
The nature of the residual binocularity in stereoanomalous obser6ers
Because the extremely stereoanomolous subjects showed near-normal levels of IOT of the stochastic MAE, they must possess some highly binocular neurones at some location within their visual pathways. However, because they either possessed extremely poor stereopsis or none at all as assessed by conventional clinical tests, it might be concluded that the binocular neurones that permitted high levels of IOT of the stochastic MAE could not mediate any stereopsis. Alternatively, it could be argued that these subjects retained an ability to detect retinal disparity and hence a capacity for a form of stereopsis but one that was not probed by the conventional clinical tests that we employed. The latter view was supported by the observation that members of the SS group were able to identify the depth of Gabor patches presented with large disparities and moreover, they even reported vivid subjective sensations of depth with these stimuli. Because of the potential insights they might provide into the anatomical locations and functional properties of the binocular neurones that exist in our extremely stereoanomalous subjects, we conducted some preliminary explorations on one member (SS) of this group in an attempt to establish the nature of the stereopsis that she retained. Our specific intent was to examine the two forms of stereopsis that have been termed linear and non-linear [27] , or first and second-order [44] on the basis of experiments conducted with Gabor stimuli. Non-linear stereopsis refers to the situation where performance appears to be insensitive to changes in (local luminance) spatial frequency content of the stimulus. With Gabor stimuli, non-linear stereopsis represents the sensation of depth conveyed by the overall Guassian envelope of the stimuli and which ignores either the spatial frequency, relative phase or even the orientation of the carrier sinusoid that is visible within the envelope. Operationally, linear stereopsis is observed when less than four cycles of the carrier grating are visible within the Guassian envelope [44] . The dimensions of the Gabor stimuli that we used on all subjects were such that about 1.75 cycles of the carrier were visible and so it is possible that the stereoanomolous subjects could have used the disparity signal provided by either the carrier or the envelope, i.e. first or second-order stereopsis. However, because of their failure to pass the quantitative clinical tests that employ simple stimuli with little or no matching ambiguity, it is possible that for these subjects the linear mechanism may be either missing or more deficient than the non-linear mechanism. Unlike normal subjects, the stereoanomals may have had to rely solely on the less accurate depth signal provided by the Guassian envelope. Hence, a preliminary investigation was made on one severely stereoanomalous subject (SS) as well as a single normal subject (PC) with stimuli in which a reliable disparity signal was provided only to the non-linear mechanism in order to provide an initial assessment of the status of this mechanism. To achieve this end a single modification was made to the Gabor stimuli that were used earlier, namely the disparity of the carrier was varied randomly (over a range equivalent to a complete cycle of the carrier grating) from trial to trial so that it did not match that of the envelope.
The performance of subject SS with Gabors in which the disparity of the carrier varied randomly from that of the envelope was closely comparable to that obtained with the initial stereotest in which the disparity of the carrier and envelope matched. On the other hand, the normal subject performed somewhat better with smaller disparities on the latter test. In order to provide a preliminary estimate of the magnitude of the differences between the results obtained with the two sets of stimuli, a method of constant stimuli was used with a small range of disparities (from 2.14 to 10.7 min) in order to permit an estimate to be made of the threshold disparity (stereoacuity). Probit analysis was used to estimate the 75% threshold from the frequency of seeing curves that were based on 20 trials at each of five disparities. The stereothreshold of the normal subject (PC) increased four-fold from 1.0 min on the initial stereotest, where it was possible to employ the linear mechanism, to 4.0 min when the disparity of the carrier was randomized forcing use of the disparity signal conveyed by the Guassian envelope. For SS, the thresholds measured with the two sets of stimuli were 3.4 and 5.7 min for the initial and modified Gabors, respectively. The similarity of these thresholds to each other and to the threshold of the normal subject with the conflicting disparities, suggests that SS used exclusively the disparity information conveyed by the envelope in both situations. On the basis of these very preliminary findings it is possible to draw the tentative conclusion that for SS the non-linear mechanism of stereopsis may be far less impaired than the linear mechanism. The failure of this subject to pass the clinical tests of stereopsis could be attributed to an inability of the non-linear mechanism to detect the disparity in the stimuli which may, for example, have been too small to be detected by this mechanism. Although these preliminary findings do not allow the conclusion that the neuones that mediate non-linear stereopsis are the same ones that permit high IOT of the stochastic MAE, they provide strong incentive for further studies that could address the issue of the relationship between the two. In addition, these findings suggest an interesting new avenue to explore in terms of therapy since the residual binocularity revealed in this study may, by application of suitable training procedures in early childhood, provide a substrate for recovery of a wider range of binocular functions.
During preparation of this manuscript, Hess, Demanins and Bex [45] reported that motion aftereffects measured with either static or dynamic test stimuli were reduced in strabismic amblyopes and that interocular transfer was also either absent or very low. However, it should be noted that we specifically excluded amblyopes from our study, because of the possibility that the attendant visual loss may have seriously reduced the visibility of the random dot displays. In contrast to the data of Hess et al. [45] from strabismic amblyopes, the motion aftereffects measured in our stereoanamolous subjects were no different in magnitude from those of normal subjects. Moreover, the fact that IOT of both the dynamic and static MAEs in normal subjects were similar and only partial suggests that the former may not have involved the same cortical area as that probed by our stochastic displays.
